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Works Notification

Train stabling upgrade
Albury Station
July 2022

Thanks for your patience while this important work 
is underway.

What we are doing

We’ve upgraded the stabling facilities at Albury 
Station to support the introduction of new VLocity 
trains on the North East Line.

From July 2, the first of the new VLocity trains will 
be housed overnight at the Albury Stabling yard, 
ready to commence service the next morning. 

What to be aware of

In the morning there will be an increase from 8 to 
15 horn toots prior to 6.30am. The horn toots are 
slightly quieter on the new VLocity trains than the 
current Classic fleet. 

The horn toots are a critical safety measure to test 
the horns prior to departure and to enable the 
trains to move safely around the stabling yard. 

Due to the location of the stabling yard in relation 
to residential areas, additional noise impacts are 
expected to be minor.

During this time, Rail Projects Victoria, the 
Department of Transport and Transport for NSW 
will continue to investigate alternate preparation 
measures for VLocity trains at Albury Station.

If you have questions or concerns related to these 
works, please call us on 1800 105 105.

North East Line Upgrade

Track upgrades delivered as part of the North 
East Line Upgrade included resurfacing, 
mud-hole removal, rail bridge upgrades and 
ballast works, bringing the North East Line 
to a Victorian Class 2 performance standard, 
in line with other parts of Victoria’s regional 
rail network.

The new standard gauge VLocity trains are 
now running on the North East Line allowing 
a more reliable and comfortable service 
for passengers.

The Victorian and Australian governments have 
invested more than $4 billion in the Regional 
Rail Revival Program, which is upgrading every 
regional passenger line in Victoria creating 
3,000 jobs.

Works are now complete to enable VLocity trains to stable overnight at 
Albury, with only minor works remaining on the Albury stabling upgrade.
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